ELECTION LAW OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

(Unofficial consolidated text – including the changes and addenda published in the Official Gazette of BiH number: 7/14)

(…)

Article 4.19

(4) Every candidates list shall include candidates of male and female gender, who are equally represented. The equal representation of the genders shall exist in case when one of the genders is represented with minimum of 40% of the total number of candidates on the list. The minority gender candidates shall be distributed on the candidates list in the following manner. At least one (1) minority gender candidate amongst the first two (2) candidates, two (2) minority gender candidates amongst the first five (5) candidates, and three (3) minority gender candidates amongst the first eight (8) candidates et seq.

(…)

Article 4.21

(2) No later than twenty-five (25) days after a candidates list has been submitted to it, the Central Election Commission of BiH shall review the candidates list and shall certify or reject candidates on the list. The Central Election Commission of Bosnia and Hercegovina shall notify the political party, coalition or list of independent candidates of any rejected individual candidates. A political party, coalition, or list of independent candidates shall have five (5) days after the date of receipt such notification to correct a candidates list by replacing candidates or providing further documentation if requested by the Central Election Commission of BiH.

(…)